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Let it be said at once that this a magnificent iconographic resource
and a major new work in its field. Despite the author's statement
that "this book is not designed to be read straight through... but is
intended to be a source book to be read selectively", I'm afraid I
devoured it at one sitting! It is very handsomely produced with an
almost miraculous absence of printing errors, and — at least at the
introductory price — is not at all overpriced by contemporary
standards. Any of the minor criticisms which follow must be set
against my overwhelming impression that this is a most valuable
addition to the (surprisingly scanty) literature discussing the
iconography of defamation whose author displays an
encyclopedicity which very few other scholars could muster.
In the Introduction, particularly valuable is proper insistence,
(repeated elsewhere) that almost all such iconographic traits are
context sensitive, e.g. that while badness does not often seem —
judging from the disreputable types so depicted — to have been a
mark of criticism, sometimes it is merely one of the inevitable signs
of an aged man, and, as such, quite neutral in symbolic terms — the
context must be the key, which is why, when there is none — as in
the portrait speculatively entitled (by its owner) "Portrait of a Fool"
which depicts a man making the well-known 'fig' gesture in which
the thumb projects from between the first two fingers of the
clenched hand — there is little that can usefully be said.
The text is divided into two parts, Costume and Body. In the
context of Costume the symbolism of colors (this is an American
production, of course!) and patterns (parti-color, dagging, stripes
and checks) is discussed with two further chapters covering
Headgear: Holy and Unholy [but not "Demonic Winged Headgear",
which the author has treated elsewhere (though several examples
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are illustrated)] and the significance of Hebrew and Pseudo-Hebrew
Lettering.
The Body consists of chapters covering Physical Distortions and
Deformities, Red Hair and Ruddy Skin, Skin Blemishes, Bald and
Shaved Heads, and Vulgar Gestures and Indecent Exposure, with a
more general chapter on the compositional significance of Location,
Position and Stance.
This book, as the author makes clear in her Introduction, is about
the depiction of "those who were despised, disreputable and
belittled" (this last sometimes literally, i.e portrayed as of smaller
stature) and in the context of late medieval Christendom this
included heretics and all sorts of unbelievers, but pre-eminently, of
course, the Jews, and it is especially in the area of anti-Semitic
stereotyping that the author is an expert, as her several contributions
to the (Journal of) Jewish Art, first drafts of some of the material
represented here, bear eloquent witness.
The traditional vilification of the Jews as responsible for the
'murder' of Christ — whose own Jewishness was, of course,
conveniently forgotten — leads inevitably to a focus on illustrations
of the Passion Cycle with the result that there are numerous images
of the Ecco Homo, the Mocking (especially valuable for depictions
of insulting gesture, of course), the Flagellation, the Bearing of the
Cross, the two scenes which most particularly involve Judas, the
Last Supper and the Arrest/Betrayal Malchus too in the latter, and
the Crucifixion where it is especially the depictions of the
Impenitent Thief and the lance- and sponge-bearers (Longinus and
Stephaton) which are at issue.
If I have a general criticism of this book, it is that remarkably little
non-religious art is discussed or reproduced — not a single
misericord, for instance, artefacts remarkable for the dearth of
religious scenes represented in the corpus, despite their physical
location at the heart of the religious edifice (for discussion of a
gesture carved on one of the Beverley Minster misericords of 1520,
see below). Nor, disappointingly, is there any space given to the
extraordinary Scheltbriefe and Schandbilder (although the author
is certainly familiar with them), perhaps because, strictly speaking,
they are in the main (just) post-medieval?
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I have few strictly iconographic quibbles with the author's
interpretations of the imagery reproduced, but some of her
discussions concerning the quintessential late medieval cultural
figure, the Fool, do seem to me — admittedly with the benefit of a
familiarity with Werner Metzger's recent and definitive Narrenidee
und Fastnachtsbrauch (Konstanz, 1991), presumably appearing too
late to be available to the author — to be sometimes on shaky
ground or in need of amplification. The historiated D's of the two
psalms (AV 13 & 52) beginning Dixit insipens ("The fool has
said...") I have long been queried by iconographers tracing the
development of the fool's dress and attributes, but — on the
strength of a few farfromunequivocal examples — the author does
seem to me to be much too ready to see fools present at the
Mocking of Christ. In particular, I find unconvincing the several
mockers she thus identifies as fools by interpreting the reed (AV
Gospels of Matthew and Mark) handed as a mock scepter to Christ
as the 'fool's marone' [cf. The statement on p. 309 n. 28 that "We
recognize this figure as a fool because his foolstick (a feather or a
branch) is visible above his mouth"].
Because the Fool is another characteristic outcast, many of the
chapters in this book have a section devoted to him. Oddly missing
from the chapter in the section on parti-colored costume (or the
Headgear chapter in the section on miters) is any mention of the
entertainer in the Luttrell Psalter (English, 1340s) who wears a
brightly red and blue checked tunic and miter, precisely
contemporary, the Durham cathedral Accounts for 1338-9 record
the purchase of 4 ells of checked 'burel' (burell scacciati) for
clothing Thome Fole, one of the earliest known 'torn fools'. Her
interpretation of the peculiar fool tonsure described as en croiz in
the Oxford Folie Tristan as that depicted in engravings of fools by
the Master E.S. and resembling a chess board with alternating
checks of hair and bare scalp is entirely convincing.
Fools' heads seem either to have been completely shaven [lette the
madde persons hed be shauen ones a moneth recommends Boorde's
Dyetary ofHelth (1542)] or to have been shaved in some special
manner, double or triple tonsures (i.e. 'rings' of reserved hair) are
commonly illustrated, and of the late ME Lyfe oflpomydon who,
like other Romance heroes (Tristan and Parsifal, most notably),
chooses to disguise himself as a fool, so "A barbor he callyd... And
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shove hym bothe byhynd and byfore, Queyntly endentyd oute and
in, And also he shove halfe his chynne. He semyd a fole, that
queynt syre, Bothe by hede and by atyre". Ipomedon, then, ends up
with a half beard and a 'quaintly indented' hair-cut!
An important non-Psalter court fool who is depicted with the triple
tonsure is to be seen in several of the mid thirteenth century English
Apocalypse manuscripts (not reproduced here): he is partially nude
and his perhaps crippled legs parody the Emperor Domitian's
cross-legged attitude royale, as his phalliform marotte similarly
parallels the Emperor's scepter. But another feature of this careful
image which deserves consideration is the fact that this fool has his
finger in his mouth. Mellinkoff will only entertain the idea that a
finger in or touching the mouth is a 'vulgar', i.e. obscene because
sexually suggestive, gesture, and yet even today a finger in the
mouth is often used to convey the babylike behavior of a drooling
simpleton, rather than the 'artificial' fool or jester. A homily
Against Contention, intended for preaching throughout the churches
of Henry VHTs realm in 1574 includes the question, "Shall I stand
still, like a goose or a fool, with my finger in my mouth?" proving
that this was regarded as a characteristically foolish and not
necessarily insulting stance. This quotation also significantly
combines all three of the elements which go to make up a
misericord in Beverley Minster, carved in 1520 — the fool, the
goose, and the finger in the mouth — and constitutes valuable
proof, incidentally, that its goose 'supporters' are not merely
whimsical, decorative additions [the goose has been a proverbially
foolish bird since c.1500, at least Cf. The name of "John Goose, my
lord of Yorks fole" recorded in the Privy Purse Expenses of Henry
VII's queen, Elizabeth of York (1465-1503)]. From the time of the
Apocalypse manuscripts cited above, the finger-in-mouth motif is
relatively common in the atheistic fool of the Dixit Incipiens psalter
initials, but is also found in other media, e.g. in a German mural
painted in 1486, and on a bronze figure cast by the Fleming Arnt
van Tricht as part of a candelabrum c. 1500.
It was not only the fool's head that was shaved, of course, but his
beard too, as we have seen from Ipomedon and, indeed, the shaving
was sometimes elevated into a popular spectacle, cf. when it formed
a part of the public Fete des Fous in Sens in 1494, and is also
depicted in both the late fifteenth century Proverbs en Rimes
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manuscripts and in Bruegel's famous Netherlandish Proverbs
painting (1559), and survives, indeed, in modern German carnivals.
An earlier fourteenth century version of the ME Ipomedon records
that as part of the disguise he adopts that "all men hym a fole shuld
hold", the eponymous hero wears " Vpon the to legge a broken bote
(boot) / A rente hose on the other foote... " The wearing of only one
shoe is another defamatory motif (though it may have other
implications too), but one not treated in the present book. The fool
depicted in the woodcut to the Malermi Bible printed in Venice in
1490 (and Holbein's copies of this image for his Biblical
illustrations), the insipiens of Psalm 52 again, wears only one shoe,
a folly motif already long established by this date, in fact: at the
same point in a mid fourteenth century Scandinavian Bible, the fool
is also thus half-shod, and c.1300, in an illuminated Etymologia
manuscript, a cachinor ('laugher') is illustrated as a fool, naked
except for his hood and one shoe. As early as 1209, indeed, a
gollard named Surianus, who styled himself "long-favored with the
fools' dementia, bishop and archpriest of the wandering scholars of
Austria, Styria and Bavaria", composed a parodic Indulgence in
which he describes how all the members of that 'sect', "impelled by
sheer simplicity and sluggish folly" wander about uno semper pede
nudo. Another highly revealing example is the Downs Syndrome
child depicted playing with a chained ape on the altarpiece
originally made for the Karmeliterkirche in Koln (but now in the
Aachener Munsterschatz), whether the clothes he is dressed in do,
indeed, constitute zNarrenkleid or not, the child who toys with the
ape's clog as it searches for fleas in his hair, wears one boot, while
his other foot is naked. A post medieval parallel, but wonderfully
appropriate to the similarly half shod man "banging his head against
abrick wall', in Bruegel's famous Netherlandish Proverbs painting
of 1559, appears in the records of the Spanish Inquisition, referring
to events just seven years earlier than Bruegel's picture. "I saw
Sanchez walking with a cap on his head, one shoe on and the other
off, and a staff. I asked him why he was walking around with one
shoe on and the other off, and he replied, 'Because the world is
going topsy-turvy'".
The Headgear chapter is the only one which does go on a bit — do
we really need some 130 depictions of which the great majority
illustrate with minute variations the slightly differing styles of hats
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by which medieval illuminators identified their Jewish characters?
It is in this same chapter that the only out-and-out mistake I spotted
occurs: a thirteenth century Crucifixion fresco from Goss, Austria,
is reproduced (IE. 20) in which the Centurion, his hand on his
sword hilt is described as Synagogue wearing a "high domed hat
with a brim", all the more odd in that he holds aloft a banderole the
first word of which — visible even in the reproduction here —
reads VERE, the beginning of what is rightly termed a mere five
pages further on "his famous words" (VERE FDLIUS DEI ERAT
ISTE).
The chapter on Physical Distortions and Deformities again quite
naturally draws most of its material from depictions of Christ's
mockers and torturers, though strangely omits to discuss the
prominent goiters which in the Germanic areas at least were
sometimes given to 'undesirables', including fools, and which has
been well discussed by F. Merke in Geschichte und Ikonographie
des endemischen Kropfes und Kretinismus (Bern, 1971, English
trans. E.T. Lancaster, MTP, 1984) — this would have strengthened
the author's identification (which I, however, cannot accept, as
above) of the kneeling hideously ugly mocker of Christ in the
Cranach school painting reproduced as VI. 57, as a fool, but his
goiter is not mentioned. Again, oddly, very little mention is made
of goiters in the chapter on Skin Blemishes — only one example
being alluded to, that on the "dwarf executioner" in the Sforza
Hours (pi. VI. 19).
A rather more extraordinary omission occurs in the discussion of
the late Roman bronze head labeled (on what evidence is not stated)
"Ancient Juggler" and reproduced as pi. VIII. 27, for along with the
prominent facial warts which are mentioned (170), a phallus is
placed on the crown of the head! In fact, these 'dickheads'
constitute a distinct genre of late Roman bronze and there have been
several recent articles concerning them in archaeological journals:
in the last ten years two almost identical small Roman bronze heads
have been found in Southern England, one from Margate and the
other from Cirencester; both depict a male head entirely shaven
except for a small lock of hair (a cirrus) at the back of the head and
a flat phallus facing forwards on the crown of the head. They are
merely the most recent to surface from a group which includes a
dozen Continental finds, the majority of which come from Northern
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or Eastern Gaul, one of the three such heads from Bavai on the
French-Belgian border provides a very close parallel indeed to the
English finds, while another from Mas-d'Agenais and an Italian
example now in Naples — from the fact that they feature an erect
phallus sited just above the forehead — are oddly reminiscent of
English late medieval ceramic fool's-head whistles. They have,
however, been most recently identified by one Classical
archaeologist (Johns, 1983) as possible amuletic horse-harness
mounts depicting the heads of boxers — who affected the single
lock of hair—with the phallus added to the head to strengthen the
apotropaic function of the amulet. A French archaeologist, on the
other hand, has identified the Mas-d'Agenais bust as that of a
phallic Mercury (Santrot, 1986) or local Gaulish equivalent, and
believes that the whole group may be considered as representations
of a Gaulish Mercury.
"Vulgar Gestures and Indecent Exposure" contains much of interest.
Thumbing-the-Nose is the term which Melinkoff very wisely selects
to describe the familiar derisive gesture which Archer Taylor wrote
about under the name The Shanghai Gesture and which in German
speaking countries is called 'the long nose'. Earlier English
versions have included 'taking a sight' (as if with a quadrant) and
the still familiar 'cocking a snook', and until recently the earliest
representation of the gesture was taken to be the double version
made by one of Bruegel's fools (though the single handed version
occurs in his "Netherlandish Proverbs") in the mid sixteen century.
As part of my study of the Beverley Minster misericords of c. 1520
— on one of which a carver makes the gesture at his workmate —
I was able to cite two instances from the earlier fourteenth century:
a Swiss wall panel at Dressenhofen near Schafifhausen (1300-1330
— another double-handed version), and an English illuminated
manuscript, the celebrated Smithfield Decretals of c. 13 30-40, where
a hare thumbs its nose in monde renverse triumph at a hanged
hound! Now, however, Mellinkoff has been able to push our
knowledge of the existence of this gesture as far back as c.1230 by
reproducing a scene from a parchment roll from Soest (X. 23), albeit
semantically mysterious (203). Her reproduction (pi. I. 29) of the
fourteenth century Kremsmunster Speculum humanae salvationis,
on the other hand, shows two unequivocal uses of the gesture by
mockers of Christ; serendipitously, I have also since recalled a very
early example, in the English Oscott Psalter of c.1265, where, in
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one upper corner of one folio, above the depiction of Christ
carrying the cross, a man thumbs his nose at another in the opposite
corner! Our knowledge of this gesture is now considerably
increased. But what are we to make of what might appear to be a
variant of this gesture as found in a scene of the Mocking of Christ
in a German breviary illuminated by Johannes von Zittau c.1410,
where a man places the index finger of his left hand on the tip of his
nose and with his other index finger points derisively at Christ?
[Paul Vandenbroeck, as part of his 1987 discussion of the fool
figure in Beeld van de andere, notes an early sixteenth century
anonymous Dutch drawing of four fools, one of whom points to his
nose, and gives further examples of the gesture made by henchmen
and mercenary soldiers, i.e. as we might expect, especially in scenes
of the Mocking of Christ (49, & 161, n. 262)]. It may be that the
invaluable lists of the signs made in monastic communities who
observed a rule of silence (still under-researched) can help out here:
cf. G. Van Rijnberk Le Langage par signes chez les moines
(Amsterdam, 1953), who cites from a sixteenth century manuscript
from Tamie Abbey the instruction parvo si nasum tangis, stultum
signare videris, (if you wish to sign 'fool', touch your nose with
your little finger) — although the study of historical gesture may
still be said to be in its infancy a useful recent contribution is J.
Bremmer & H. Roodenburg A Cultural History of Gesture from
Antiquity to the Present Day (Oxford, 1991).
Of course there are very many hand gestures alone, and one cannot
hope to discuss them all, so I forbear from making any additions to
the repertoire here catalogued — similarly, as for Indecent
Exposure (2O3ff.), I have discussed the 'mooning' gesture — and
given examples from art, literature and history, most of which are
not discussed here — in M. Jones, "Marcolf the Trickster in Late
Medieval Art and Literature or The Mystery of the Bum in the
Oven" in ed. G. Bennett, Spoken in Jest (Sheffield, 1991), 139-74,
especially Appendix 2: Baring the Buttocks, 171-72.
I should have liked to see some discussion of the thumb biting
gesture, however, of particular interest to students of English
literature, due to the insulting exchange early on in Shakespeare's
Romeo & Juliet (1592) which begins with Sampson's "I will bite
my thumb at them, which is a disgrace to them, if they bear it".
Desmond Morris in Gestures (London, 1979,198ff.) discusses this
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Continental, but not British gesture under the name, the teeth-flick,
and follows Shakespearean commentators in citing Lodge's Wits
Miserie (1596), the phrase "Giving me the Fico with his thumb in
his mouth", which I take to mean "biting his thumb at me (which is
equivalent to) making the 'fig' gesture at me". A few years later it
is again alluded to in Dekker's The Dead Term (1608): "what
Imtling, what leering, what byting of Thumbs to beget quarrels". In
his Apologie pour Herodote (1566) Estienne comments on the
dastardly behavior of the Italians:".. .depuisqu'ils ont une fois serre
le bout du doigt entre les dents par menace, chacun scait que s'ils
prennent leur homme par devant, ce sera faute de le pouvoir prendre
para derriere" [as soon as they have once put the end of their finger
(not 'thumb', note) between their teeth by way of a threat that
everyone knows that if they take their man from the front, it will
only be because they cannot take him from behind]. Peter Burke
remarks that the diarist John Evelyn also noted the gesture in
seventeenth century Italy, an observation confirmed by
contemporary judicial archives which refer to it as mittendosi la
dita in bocca (Bremmer & Roodenburg, op. cit, 73 and n.). The
gesture may never have been English as no convincing reference to
it earlier than Shakespeare's has been found, and he, of course,
places it in an Italian setting. Cotgrave's French-English Dictionary
of 1611 terms it la nique and defines faire la nique as "to threaten
or defie, by putting the thumb naile into the mouth, and with a jerke
(from th'upper teeth) make it to knacke". It is once again the scenes
of the Mocking of Christ which seem to show the earliest depictions
of this particular gesture and I have noted two from the late fifteenth
century: a kneeling man with a prominent goiter makes the gesture
on a fresco painted by a Swabian painter at Morter in the South
Tyrol in 1487, and another mocker makes the gesture on a painting
now in Darmstadt attributed to the Master of the Legend of St.
Dominic and dated to c. 1500. A third I now find reproduced in
Mellinkoff s VI. 27, a fifteenth century Ecco Homo by an artist of
the school of Schongauer on a panel in the Museum d'Unterlinden,
Colmar.
As pi. X. 9 the author reproduces Jan Polack's Ecco Homo of
c.1484, in which one of the crowd who are shown Christ
suggestively makes a cross with the forefingers of both hands, "a
gesture demanding that Christ be crucified", as Mellinkoff quite
rightly says. In his magisterial Lexikon der Sprichtwortlichen
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Redensarten (2nd ed., Freiburg, 1992) s.v. Schabab, Lutz Rohrich
reproduces another such scene painted c. 1508 by Gortschacher in
which immediately behind the significantly balding and
warty-faced man making the finger gesture, another man makes the
gesture explicit by using two pieces of stick instead of fingers.
Rohrich, however, seems to see this gesture (which he also notes in
another such scene painted by Hans Holbein the Elder) as an
ancestor of that now known in parts of Germany as
Rubchenschaben (Turnip-peeling) — curiously unremarked, s.v.
stinken, he reproduces a sixteenth century misericord from
Hoogstraten on which a fool is depicted making the same gesture.
The final chapter discusses the more compositional elements of
"Location, Position and Stance" and notes, for example, how profile
presentation is typical of figures considered evil such as the
mockers of Christ — a major omission here, however, as from the
bibliography, is any reference to Francois Gamier's
sonorously-titled le Langage de Vintage au Moyen Age:
Signification et Symbolique (2 vols., Paris, 1982-9); Christiane
Raynaud's Images et Pouvoirs au Moyen Age (Paris, 1993) was
clearly published too late for consideration.
The overall standard of production of the two volumes is high and
the quality of the very generous number of plates, (almost 700, most
in color) generally very good indeed, as befits this important work.
Malcolm Jones
University of Sheffield
Sheffield, UK

Daniel with Lions
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Herman A. Van Duinen, De Koorbanken van de Grote-of Onze
lieve Vrouwekerk te Dordrecht.YftmavQia. Pers. Leiden, 1997. 176
pages, 307 black/white illustrations. A summary in English, pp.
162-170. ISBN: 90-74310-29-X. Price: f45.00
This book presents a detailed examination of the Dordrecht choir
stalls (1538-41), the third in Onze Lieve Vrouwekerk which had
become collegiate in 1367. Most importantly, it is the first set of
choir stalls to introduce the Renaissance style to the Netherlands.
The photographs of the choir stalls were taken by the author, and
are of very high quality. The greatest contribution of the book lies
in the large number of comparisons with other carvings, and above
all, with woodcuts and engravings that the carvers used as models.
These comparisons allow the reader to gain insight into the
workshop practices of carvers, and to note their imaginative and
varied use of models.
The author traces the history and development of choir stalls from
their beginnings to the Renaissance, and speaks of those in
Dordrecht as having left behind the "mystic medieval spirit", to take
part wholeheartedly in the classically inspired decorations and
triumphal processions of the Renaissance. In contrast, other
contemporary choir stalls, such as those at Hoogstraten (1532-48)
only display the Renaissance with details, e.g. putti, medallions.
The Dordrecht choir stalls consist of two tiers totaling 60 seats, and
they remained in service until the reformation of 1572. Although
there is no documentary evidence, stylistic analysis points to the
influence of the sculptor Jehan Mone (c. 1485-1550), originally
from Metz in Lorraine, who studied in Italy and worked with the
Spanish sculptor Bartholomeus Ordonez on the desk ends of the
Barcelona choir stalls. Afterwards, he came to the Southern
Netherlands and was made 'Maitre Artistes de TEmpereur' by
Charles V. The author points out those features and characteristics
common to both Jehan Mone and the Dordrecht choir stalls, and
feels that, although it cannot be proven that Jehan Mone personally
worked on the stalls, one is justified in connecting them with the
'Mone style'.
Both north and south sides of the choir stalls have a frieze of
sixteen panels each carved in low relief above the back row of seats.
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They depict four triumphal processions: The Triumphal March of
Mucium Scaevola, the Triumphal Entry of the Emperor Charles V,
the Triumph of Christ and the Procession of the Holy Sacrament.
Triumphal processions were very popular in Renaissance Italy,
(painted by Mantegna and others), and were disseminated through
prints all over Europe.
Part II of the book looks at specific printed models used by the
carvers,firstfor the choir stall panels, then for the misericords. For
the Triumphal March of Mucius Scaevola a variety of sources are
pointed out: the engravings of the Triumph of Christ by Jacob von
Strasbourg, published in Venice in 1503, Caesar's Great Triumphal
March by Mantegna, 1486-92, and details taken from Hans Sebald
Beham, Georg Pencz and Jorg Breu. These models show that the
carvers did not copy slavishly, but created from a variety of sources.
The Triumphal Entry of Charles V was based on the woodcuts of
Durer's Triumphal Chariot of 1518, and the Triumph of Christ can
be compared with Titian's Triumph of the Faith.
There is also a Children's Procession consisting of eight panels on
the north side at the front of the canopy. Children running and
playing were popular in the work of the Master bxg and in letters of
the alphabet, e.g. by Hans Weiditz and Holbein the Younger. The
direct source of inspiration for the Old Testament scenes on the
desk ends were Hans Sebald Beham's woodcuts from the Biblische
Historien, 1553, and Jan Swart's woodcuts from the Vorstermanfs

Bible, 1528.
Of the sixty original misericords only thirty-eight remain. Their
subject matter is very varied, including the traditional themes like
proverbs: the 'Woman tying the devil to a cushion', the 'Hentaster'
and Women's Wiles. Models for these themes can be found on other
misericords, and in the graphic work of Lucas van Leyden, Erhard
Schon, Albrecht Durer and his school, and the engravings of letters
of the alphabet.
The book has a wealth of thought-provoking material, giving a
picture of the great variety of themes which had become
international through the widespread dissemination of patterns,
mainly with the help of prints. Thus, the Dordrecht choir stalls are
shown to stand at the forefront of a new era of carving, embracing
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the Renaissance, and in the case of the misericords combining the
new style with the traditional iconography.
Christa Grossinger
Dept of Art History
University of Manchester
England
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